HIV-1 [vaccine development]{.smallcaps} is rapidly advancing numerous diverse vaccine candidates based on a variety of hypotheses about what constitutes protective HIV-1 immunity.^[@B1]^ It is common to differentiate vaccine candidates as being antibody-based, T-cell-based, or both, which is a useful classification, but it does not provide enough granularity to capture the multiple hypotheses regarding the contribution of particular immune responses to protection against HIV-1.

We conducted a landscape analysis of the immune responses that are viewed as potentially protective by HIV-1 vaccine researchers ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). We interviewed 10 investigators involved in 12 current phase I/IIa studies and asked them to list the immune responses that they wished to elicit with their vaccine candidate(s) divided into the following three categories:

![Immune landscape of candidates based on the minimal **(A, B)** or the optimal **(C, D)** desired immune responses. **(A, C)** show frequency distribution of immune responses identified as desired for the surveyed vaccine candidates. The numbers represent the number of candidates for which a particular response was mentioned. *Green stars* indicate immune responses that have been previously identified as correlates of risk in the RV144 data analysis. Long-tailed distribution on both graphs reflects that a majority of immune responses were listed for only one or two vaccine candidates. **(B, D)** show neighbor-joining trees of vaccine candidates based on the pair-wise distances between candidates as calculated using Canberra distance (6). The pie charts reflect the percentages of humoral and cellular immune responses for each candidate. *Blue shaded areas* highlight groups of candidates that have indicated immune responses in common with each other and distinct from the rest. *Green stars* indicate candidates that have among their immune targets at least one immune responses identified as a correlate of risk in the RV144 data analysis. Candidates from the RV144 follow-up program (P5) have not been included in the survey.](fig-1){#f1}

Take: Please list responses that may indicate "take" of the vaccine, but may not by themselves be critical for protection.

Minimal: What are the bare minimum immune responses that would indicate that the vaccine should be advanced to the next level of clinical development?

Optimal: In addition to the responses already listed, are there desired/optimal immune responses that you expect to eventually generate with this candidate (or a version of it)?

We specifically focused on investigators' hypotheses rather than on formal trial endpoints or go/no-go decisions. By capturing individual opinions, we reasoned that the outcome would be less impacted by the need to compromise with collaborators or funders, by product development challenges, and by the calls to allow better cross-trial data comparisons.^[@B4]^ We also expected personal opinions to better reflect the latest discoveries in the field.

Although it is difficult to provide a representative response, a couple of examples may be illustrative. For one researcher, appearance of polyclonal binding antibodies to Env was an indication of vaccine take, whereas the tier 2 virus neutralization was the minimal target, with the long-term goals of making humoral responses durable and complementing them with CD8^+^ T-cell responses to the virus. Another researcher felt that, as the first step, their vaccine candidate should elicit durable polyclonal binding antibodies that exhibited at least some antiviral activity \[tier 1 virus neutralization or antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC)\] together with CD4^+^ T-cell responses to Env, whereas the tier 2 virus neutralization was an "optimal" longer term goal.

Frequency distributions of identified responses showed a wide diversity of opinions regarding the potentially protective responses against HIV-1 ([Fig. 1A, C](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). These results are in contrast with the perception that most researchers in the field are targeting the same ideal immune response for their vaccine regimen and they show a healthy and vibrant field, open to exploring multiple competing hypotheses.

We visualized the diversity of the candidate vaccines by calculating pair-wise distances between them based on the similarity of the chosen responses and using those distances to build neighbor-joining trees ([Fig. 1B, D](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The trees had long branches stemming from points close to the root of the tree and did not exhibit much clustering, especially the "optimal" responses. Still, some groups could be identified, and distinctive immune responses common to those groups are shown.

The majority of the "minimal" desired immune responses were humoral responses, consistent with the field\'s current focus on antibodies and because recent renewed interest in CD8^+^ T-cell-based vaccines^[@B5]^ has not yet translated to phase I trials. However, in the "optimal" landscape, cellular responses were much more prevalent, probably reflecting the commonly expressed view that an effective vaccine will require a combination of humoral and cellular immunity.

In summary, the visualization of the data from this survey provides unique insights into the current hypotheses and strategies driving the HIV-1 vaccine field. Similar approaches could be used to illustrate the diversity or similarity of efforts at other stages of research and development, to analyze candidate portfolios supported by major funders, or to track the evolution of views in the field over time. For example, it would be informative to see whether, several years from now, a similar survey showed convergence of opinions on what provides protection or whether new immune responses appear on the immunological landscape. Although further work utilizing computational methods to compare existing preclinical and clinical vaccine evaluation data is needed to help identify vaccine candidates that demonstrate unique immunological profiles, we believe this analysis could help future strategic planning in the field.
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